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how can the ecotourism movement restore the natural environment?

The typology in this study is an urban, ecology 
complex including a museum, restaurant/bar, 
flexible community space, and outdoor park.

Pollution, depletion of natural resources, sprawl, 
and lack of knowledge flood the world today. Ur-
ban Ecotourism reduces the ecological footprint 
of a traveler through education and interaction, 
generates revenue for conservation and scientif-
ic investigation for the natural environment, and 
overall improves the well being of people. 

Visitors are educated through repition and exhib-
its that engage all senses. The existing historical 
structures are adapted and re-used to house the 
new museum, restuarant, and banquet spaces. 
To regenerate biodiversity on this urban site, the 
riparian buffer zone of the Red River is replanted.
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RIPARIAN BUFFER ZONE RIVER PATH

The three regions of the riparian buffer zone are 
represented by three different types of turf. This 
path demsonstrates how nature filters water runoff 
before it enters the Red River. The 2 foot wide wa-
ter feature holds a constant elevation throughout 
the site for even water circulation and to make visi-
tors aware of the topography changes as one ap-
proaches the river.  

Adaptive Reuse of the current Mid America Steel 
Factory located in downtown Fargo, North Dakota.  
WHY? The Red River is historically significant in our 
area. With time urbanization has manipulated the 
nature of the river, covering it with the built environ-
ment. In the future, it is possible the Mid America Steel 
Factory will relocate to the industrial park. This could 
provide the opportunity to return this river property 
to the public while generating a landmark for future 
sustainable living. 
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